


"gross and deliberate lies" 4nd that also jas not without possible relevance in 
C4é.A. 75-1996, which includes a request for all records relating to any kinds of 
surveillances on me. It is fairly obvious, as + indicated, that one of your 
language -problem agents misrepresented a phone conversation in which I was engaged 
at the request of our government. (4s you would have known if you had provided the 
fopies of the interceptions of my related correspondence, clearly within your 
mail interception program testified to before the Congress. ) 

You people appear from a long record not to be at all concerned about untruth= 
fulness to courts, and from a long records, probably much more extensive than I 
know about personally, you've been getting away with it. Maybe you will continue to 
and maybe, just maybe, at some point some judge will have had enough. So, and I 
repeat I am not blindsiding you, the record I cited and the earlier one, of which I 
provided a copy, leave it beygd question that the FBI lied to the judge in claiming 
it had no such record as is reflected in the one I cited, : 

And I gan only wonder if this is why the FBI has such great difficulty in 
understanding. If this is why you do not provide the requested search slips. 
Or the records of distribution and uses. If this is why you give a 1985 number 
tq the request of a decade ago. 

I am not a lawyer and I do not know whether, if you were to provide this 
existing, relevant and withheld information it woukd qualify as "new evidence” 
in my field offices case and the directive to the Ful to search and process all 
records relating to "critics," of whom I am senior and certainly well known as 
Such to the FBI. There you swore to a search that disclosed nothing at all, 
remember? Your own supervisor? 

You say also that you tried hard and "those efforts have failed." Can it 
possibly be that you provided partial compliance with that request and can't find 
that file? Has the FBI's indexing failed it? Didn't the appeals office refer my 
appeal to you, and didn't I protest that it, not you, wax is the appeals mammary 
authority? 

Maybe your comprehensiog really is limited. I suggested that with a copy of the 
search slips (assuming that you do not lie internally) I could identify the existing 
and withhel@d records. And you do not provide copies cf the search slips. But then, 
you have had experiences with providing them, too, ha¥en'+ you? With them blank 
when there are many records, with them listing relevant records still withheld, 
things like these. 

I fear that more. than your inability to understand is involved. I provided 
a copy of your own record which refers to underlying records and you represent 
that you can't provide them? Not even when they are correctly and uniquely 
identified in your own records? I sorrow for the FuI you represent! 

Sincerely, 

4 

Harold Weisberg 

1627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701


